Getting a Grip on Sticks

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

If there’s a stick in the yard, you can bet a child
is going to pick it up and use it. It may become
a bat, a sword, a flag or any number of imagined
playthings, but played with it will be. As an easy
and accessible extension of the arm, sticks exert
a siren’s call on kids who quickly integrate these
simple tools into their world of play. The following
toys and games use sticks as the base of
operation for more fun activities that children
can shake a stick at!

by Gerry Paige Smith

Pallina

Foam Master Pogo Stick

Designed with simplicity in
mind, Pallina is a net enclosure
that supports 20 bamboo sticks
(coded with four colors) inserted
crossways in random fashion. This
criss-crossing of sticks are the temporary underpinning for a jumble
of 16 colorful polished wooden
balls. Players choose their colors
and take turns slowly extracting their stick colors while preventing
any of the balls of their chosen color from dropping. Suspense
runs high as players strive to drop opponents’ balls while keeping
their own color supported in the basket until the end. Combining
sensitive touch and thoughtful strategy, Pallina is an elegant and
eco-friendly game for a broad age-range of players.

Joining the ranks of skateboards, bikes,
and scooters, the pogo stick is enjoying its
own renaissance among kids who want to
up their street sport ante. The Flybar Foam
Master gets the jump on the competition with
a foam-covered sturdy metal frame with recoil
that supports users from 80 to 160 pounds.
It also features secure grip handles and replaceable non-slip foot pads for the dedicated bounce master. The rubber tip base also
provides great stability as kids increase their
pogo skills and look toward flashier bounce
tricks. Just add a cool helmet and this stick is
in first gear for go!

(Hape)

(Flybar)

Majestix Juggling
Sticks

Lincoln Logs Classic
Edition

If your kid throws, flips, and
tosses every stick he finds, consider
channeling that energy toward the
challenge of Majestic Juggling
Sticks. Manipulated by two grips
sticks, the tasseled flip stick can be
balanced, tossed, spun, and rolled in a variety of flashy moves that
will astound watchers. The tasseled ends of the flip stick provide
both resistance to moderate speed as well as balanced weight
that ensures smooth momentum through various tricks and manipulations. Free tutorials are easily found online and Jolly Llama also
offers an instructional DVD. Made in the USA, Majestix Juggling
Sticks are ideal for refining concentration, honing fine motor control
and – in the end – adding performer to your child’s list of talents!

Invented by the son of famous
architect and designer Frank Lloyd
Wright, retro favorite Lincoln Logs
remain the go-to choice for stickstacking kids! The classic edition
of this time-tested set includes 86
all-wood logs, roof slats and eaves
that are ideal for constructing a frontier cabin or any structure of
a child’s design. With notched sides, Lincoln Log pieces loosely
interlock as they are stacked, with the simplicity of gravity holding the walls and junctures in place. The classic edition features
a great tin container for log storage after hours of constructive
pretend play.

(Lincoln Logs)

(Jolly Llama!)

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama. More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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A Page in a Book
The Gift of Grandparents
The unique relationships between children and their grandparents add an extragenerational dimension that kids benefit from in uncountable ways. Drawing on their extra
decades of life experience, grandparents share stories, activities and journeys that richly
expand their grandchildren’s knowledge and understanding of the world. They share the
gift of history, tradition and life lessons that come with the authority of their years. The
following titles celebrate the warmth, wisdom and wonder that is revealed when kids and
grandparents enjoy their own special together time!

A Walk in Paris

by Salvatore Rubbino (Candlewick)
A young girl’s walk through Paris with her grandpa reveals the City of Lights in a whole
new way as he shares the backstories and hidden history behind the city’s famous sites. As
they pass each landmark her Grandpa shares local history and traditions that have evolved
over time. Their walk through the pages also features small historical trivia sidebars to accompany her Grandpa’s narration. Illustrating the living history that our elders add to our
landscape, ‘A Walk in Paris’ is a colorful journey shared between a grandparent and grandchild that brings history to life for both.

Tea Cakes for Tosh

by Kelly Starling Lyons and E. B. Lewis (G.P Putnam’s Sons/Penguin)
When Grandma Honey prepares her special tea cakes for her grandson Tosh, she also
shares stories of how the sweet treat played a role in the lives of their enslaved ancestors
long ago. Her tea cake tales carry Tosh to another place in time, sharing a history stretching back before his own memories. But over time, Grandma Honey starts to forget things.
She can’t remember where she parked her car. Her sister’s once familiar phone number
is forgotten. But when it’s time for tea cakes, Tosh uses her own shared stories to bring
Grandma Honey’s memories back to life with a sweetness that will charm young readers
again and again.

I Wanna Go Home

by Karen Kaufman Orloff, Illustrated by David Catrow (G.P. Putnam’s Sons / Penguin)
When his parents take a trip to Bora Bora, Alex and his siblings are sent off to spend a
week with their grandparents at their retirement community. Visions of the dull time ahead
loom large for Alex who immediately begins to lament the anticipated boredom through
a series of letters to his parents. What develops in epistolary fashion is the discovery that
Alex’s grandparents are full of surprises and fun adventures. His letters evolve from pleas
for rescue to missives of adventure that have him begging to stay an extra week with his
(definitely not boring) grandparents. Katrow’s illustrations benefit from hilarious visual perspectives that emphasize each new level of awesome the grandparents reveal. “I Wanna
Go Home” is a laugh-out-loud primer for kids anticipating a long visit with the ‘grands’!

Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com.
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